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BY 
C. DE VROEDT 
(Communicated by Prof. J. PoPKEN at the meeting of November 25, 1967) 
Let a;;;;2 be a positive integer. Every real number t E [0, 1) may be 
expressed in the "decimal" scale of a by 
where 
atE { 0, 1, ... , a-1}. 
If we exclude the case that ai =a- 1 from some index on, the coefficients 
an in the expansion are well-defined functions of t on [0, 1). They will 
be regarded as random variables on the probability space ([0, 1), P) where 
Pis the ordinary Lebesgue measure on the interval [0, 1). These random 
variables a1, a2, . . . are independent, bounded, identically distributed 
a-1 ~-1 
with expectation Ean = - 2- and variance <T2 an = ~. 
By the law of the iterated logarithm (see e.g. M. Lo:EvE, Probability 
Theory (1955) p. 260-263) we have: 
n a-1 ~ ai-n --
(1) lim sup i~ 1 2 
n--HXl Vn log log n 
-- l/a26-1 r almost everywhere on [0, 1). 
Now define the functions tn by 
Since tn+l is a function of tn, the random variables t1. t2, . . . are not 
independent. However TsucHIKURA ([1]; Theorem 1) proved a law for 
the tn analogous to ( 1) : 
n n 
I . i~1 ti- 2 ya+I 1m sup = ----
n-co Vn log log n 6(a -1) (2) a.e. on [0,1) 
by using the relation: 
~ l ( ~ ) tn+l- t1 (3) _£.. ti = ---=-1 _£.. ai + _1 , .~ 1 a .~ 1 a 
tn+l- h 
substituting (3) in (2) and noting that the term has no influence 
a-1 in the limit. 
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His notation differs somewhat from that used here, and the derivation 
of the relation (3) is rather unwieldy. The purpose of this note is to show 
that this relation (3) is trivial and hence that the theorem (2) of TsucHI-
KURA is an easy consequence of the law of the iterated logarithm (1). 
From the definition of tn it follows that 
whence 
n n n+1 
a ! ti = ! ai + ! ti 
i~ 1 i~ 1 i~ 2 
or 
n n 
(a-1) L ti = L ai+tn+l-tl. 
i~ 1 i~ 1 
On dividing both sides by a-1 we obtain (3). 
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